RESOLUTIONS
INTERNATIONAL USER GROUP MEETING #6
Scandic KNA, Oslo – Norway
19. – 21. March 2012

1.

IUG asks the Process Room to:
a. Collect and publish the presentations given in the meetings, at the
IUG web-site.
b. Perform a survey among buildingSMART chapters to identify top
priorities issues and activities that should be performed by
buildingSMART International seen from a user point of view.
c. Implement an on-line feedback mechanism for collecting input and
recommendations.
d. Produce information on success stories of IDMs
e. Develop a strategy and document on the relationship and handling
of users’ different local, national and regional needs in relation to
software implementation and data validation. A description of the
need for public and private IDMs should be included.

2.

IUG encourages all Chapter IDM contacts to inform the International
IDM Coordinator about IDM activities in their region in order to distribute
information related to IDM activities, and to stimulate collaboration and
consolidation of IDMs developed in different buildingSMART Chapters.

3.

IUG confirms the IDM Coordinator, Jan Karlshøj, to be the project
leader for the "Process Room" until the next bSI elections in Spring
2013.

4.

IUG established a working group to work with International BIM
Guidelines. The following Chapters volunteered: USA, Nordic and UK.
IUG asked Tom Gay to lead this effort and report to UserCom on the
proposed scope of the work.

5.

IUG resolves to continue the current interim arrangement for UserCom.
ExCom is requested to lead the work until the next meeting. IUG Chair
and UserCom election has been postponed. IUG welcomes extra

chapter representatives in UserCom. Excom is requested to readvertise
the post of IUG Chair with a reduced job description enabled by the
addition of the posts of Vice Chair and Secretary.

Joint

6.

IUG confirms the bSDD Group as leaders in the Product Room and
Roger Grant as Room Leader until the next bSI elections in Spring
2013.

7.

IUG gives high priority to establishing a mechanism for bringing
together content providers to collaborate on content integration and
development, with the aim of bSDD to report progress to UserCom by
the end of June.

8.

IUG gives high priority to engaging with involved product manufacturers
to find a way for them to direct and resource dictionary development,
bSDD to report progress to UserCom by the end of June.

9.

IUG asks bSDD Group together with Excom to discuss and develop a
sustainable business model around bSDD.

10.

IUG supports Inviting national leaders in dictionary work worldwide to
join bSDD as partners or affiliates to pool resources for standard
creation, the first wave of invitations to be issued and reported to
UserCom by the end of May.

11.

IUG asks for reports on a pilot project using bSDD at the IUG/ITM
meeting in October.

12.

IUG recommends TechCom/bsDD Group to report on a solution for
more frequent update of IFC properties between version releases at the
meeting in spring 2013.

13.

IUG endorse chapters to join the development of the two candidates for
international IDMs presented at the Oslo meeting:
- Building Programming information exchange (BPie)
- openBIM FM

14.

IUG recommend to establish a workgroup that takes responsibility for
investigate the possibilities for a landXML extention. IUG asks bS
Nordic to lead the work and report on the next meeting in Tokyo.

15.

ITM/IUG decided that next meeting will be in Tokyo, Japan 15. - 17.
October 2012. An international conference will be held on Thursday
October 18th. Meetings will be held in parallel and in conjunction with
ISO TC 59.

16.

ITM/IUG extends grateful thanks to the Norwegian Chapter for the
arrangements and hospitality offered to buildingSMART International
during the ITM/IUG meetings.

